Big Band 1 (Mark Dahl, Director, assisted by Nick Roach) MB 155

Alto 1: Nathan Killough  
Alto 2: Neil Martin  
Tenor 1: Nathan Tague  
Tenor 2: Aidan Offerman  
Bari: Nolan Blodig  

Trumpet 1: Devonte Merrick  
Trumpet 2: Jackson Baker  
Trumpet 3: Henry Leaders  
Trumpet 4: Nate Bell  

Trombone 1: Jesse Wiemer-Hastings  
Trombone 2: Miles Cole  
Trombone 3: David Sammons  

Piano: Jason Barrette  
Bass: Sam Calhoon  
Drums: Lucio Bennardo/Robert Carpenter

Big Band 2 (Scott Mertens, Director assisted by Marybeth Kurnat) CH

Alto 1: Jacob Nowakowski  
Alto 2: Corbin Woods  
Tenor 1: Stephen Hogarty  
Tenor 2: Oscar de Avila  
Bari: Owen Nystrom  

Trumpet 1: Jacob Johnson  
Trumpet 2: Adam Hunt  
Trumpet 3: Jovanda Riley  
Trumpet 4: Elliott Saucedo  

Trombone 1: Sean Hyde  
Trombone 2: Colin Wunner  
Trombone 3: Alec Fiden  

Piano: Clara Driscoll  
Bass: Chris Pregmon  
Drums: Nick Lingner (double on vibes)/Nicholas Silk
Big Band 3 (Kim Branch, Director assisted by Chano Cruz) RH

Alto 1: Jaden Schneider  
Alto 2: Lucas Chase and Kathy Strockbine  
Tenor 1: Kelechi Anyanwu  
Tenor 2: Natalie Bosco  
Bari: Elena O’Grady

Trumpet 1: Christopher Egly  
Trumpet 2: Zachary Galitz  
Trumpet 3: Brandon Wilczenski  
Trumpet 4: Conrad Drufke

Trombone 1: Jay Bell  
Trombone 2: Max McClure  
Trombone 3: Abigail DeSchepper

Piano: Molly Denz  
Guitar: Sawyer Spence  
Bass: Chano Cruz  
Drums: Frederick Mason/Liam Reese

Combo 1 (Kyle McComb, Lenard Simpson) MB 161

Alto Sax: Keaton Clark  
Tenor Sax: Jonathan Downs  
Piano: Jimmy Sacharski  
Bass: Marion Mallard  
Drums: Bri Backman

Combo 2 (Sam Dando, Tetsuya Nishiyama) MB 157

Alto Sax: Andrew Stine  
Tenor Sax: Claire Maue, Matteo Bernardo  
Piano: Carson Elliott  
Guitar: Daniel Murphy  
Bass: Sam Dando  
Drums: Victor Rodriguez
**Combo 3 (Lexi Nomikos, Everette Benton) MB 241**

Alto Sax: Brandon Warner  
Tenor Sax: Gavin Buchanan  
Trumpet: Alex Posega  
Trombone: Jamison Smith  
Guitar: Jeremy Peterson  
Bass: Benjamin Rodriguez  
Drums: Dennis Evans

**Latin Jazz Combo (Marlene Rosenberg) MB 153**

Alto Sax: Alyssa Schwarm/Jacob Pierce/Abbie Swanson  
Bari Sax: Mikey Noettl  
Tenor Sax: Izabella Weglarz  
Trumpet: Katrina Rath  
Guitar: Jose Zuniga  
Bass: Marlene Rosenberg  
Drums and percussion: Dillon Martin/Terrell Williams